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TWINBUZZ

TWINBUZZ
BALL MOUNT MODULAR PLATFORM
TWINBUZZ is a smart product for people looking for "modular use" according to their needs.
 • “Family” use: it can be transformed into a solution for transporting 4 bicycles.
 • “Minimalist” use: it can be transformed into a solution for transporting 2 bicycles.
 • “Mixed” use: it turns into a solution for transporting 2 bikes and a platform with its waterproof bag.
 • Additional boot volume: it converts into a cargo platform with its waterproof bag.

The wheel holders will accommodate most wheelbases (not tandem!), even small 
children’s bikes. Check technical data below.
The long wheel rubber-padded wheel straps hold tyres up to 3.25” wide; pull on 
them to tighten, and use the quick release to loosen.
The TWINBUZZ is entirely suitable for carbon frame bikes; the rubber-padded 
bike frame cradles rotate 360 degrees and again using rubber-padded straps, 
they hold any type of tube rmly but gently. Longer frame straps are available.they hold any type of tube rmly but gently. Longer frame straps are available.
Bikes up to 20kg may be carried; the down tube size is limited to 75mm diameter 
(3”); whatever bikes you have, always load the heaviest bikes nearest to the car.
The 100% waterproof TWINBUZZ bag can be attached to the platform using 2 
straps. Max volume of 60L.
The TWINBUZZ platform can also be used without its waterproof bag to transport 
objects securely attached using the 2 straps supplied (it is recommended to use 
more straps if your load requires it). more straps if your load requires it). 
The platform with its bag can carry up to 20kg.
Optional: There is a built-in locking cable to secure your bikes; as usual with cable 
locks, it is theft deterrent only.
Whatever conguration, the maximum permitted load is 60kg.

Technical specication :
Fits 50mm tow ball
Max number of bikes: 4 bikes, 
                                                 2 bikes + 1 platform with its bag
Max weight per bike: 20kg
Max weight for platform : 20kg (bag included)
Max bag volume : 60L
Max load capacity: 60kgMax load capacity: 60kg
Max tire size: 3.25”
Max bike frame down tube size: diameter 75mm(3”)
Dimensions (WxDxH): 112 x 94 x 67.5 cm
                                                (Height 29cm when folded)
(measure from the centre of the tow ball mount to the 
outside edge of the number plate holder) 
Tilting: noTilting: no
Locks to the car: yes
Locks bikes: no (option)
Integrated lighting board: yes
Lighting board plug type: 7 pin(7 pin at plug for AUS/NZ)
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